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±0.02%

STANDARD
REPEATABILITY

FROM
Full Vacuum to 175 PSIG

CUSTOM
PRESSURE RANGES

±0.2%

STANDARD
ACCURACY

The BVQBX uses Burling Valve's patented technology for closed loop control. The BVQBX can be built in either a single 
loop or double loop control scheme.  As a single loop conguration, pressure is controlled by two solenoid valves (inlet 
and outlet).  The pressure output is measured by an internal pressure transducer that constantly provides feedback to 
the circuit board. This feedback signal is compared against the command signal input.  A difference between the two 
signals causes one  of the solenoid valves to open allowing ow in or out of the system. The BVQB2X is similar to the 
BVQB1XBVQB1X but uses a double loop control scheme. In addition to the internal pressure transducer, the BVQB2X also receives 
a feedback signal from an external sensing device (pressure, force, tension, etc.). The external signal functions as 
the primary feedback signal which is compared against the command signal input. This outer loop comparison is then 
used to provide a command to the inner loop. A difference between the two comparisons causes one of the solenoid 
valves to open allowing ow in or out of the system. The double loop scheme allows us to control the Burling BD 
models electronically with accuracy up to +/- 0.2%
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Single & Dual Loop Electronic Pressure control
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Mounted on outlet gauge port of BD
to measure process pressure and 
provide feedback to QBX

2nd Loop Feedback

Mount in Any
Orientation

NPT and Flanged. Up to 6” Flange
Available in 1/2” to 4”

Can be assembled with seperate
Inlet and used to pilot ratio regulators
and control much higher pressures

Shared Inlet Pressure

BD Series, Dome
Loaded Regulator

Power/Command
Input

2nd Loop Feedback

BVQB2X

Control Dome Pressure to Control Process Pressure
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